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I was delighted to receive the recent issue of
the Dental Mirror of December 2012. It was
very interesting to learn of the enterprising new
developments at the Glasgow Dental Hospital and
School and gratifying to read of the outstanding
achievements of staff and students. The School
is clearly in good heart and, this year, the Dental
Students’ Society is celebrating its Golden Jubilee.
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Professor John Gibson tells us of his return “home”
Calling all alumni - Development and Alumni Office
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Glasgow Dental Fund
Taught Postgraduate Training Update - Professor Richard Welbury
Donald Cameron describes how he is delivering teaching overseas
Ammar Al Hourani (class of 2009) tells of aid efforts in Syrian Refugee Camps
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This edition of the Dental Mirror is devoted to Glasgow Dental Alumni
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Together – William McLean describes current activities in re-engaging Alumni
In my role as part of the editorial team
of the Dental Mirror and also as one of
the people that are working towards
re-engaging alumni of the Dental
School, I am happy to be able to tell you
that both groups could not have wished
for a better start to the year. The latest
issue of the Dental Mirror has been
very well received; we thank all of you
that have passed on your thanks and
well wishes. It is my response, to an
E-mail from an alumnus having received
the Dental Mirror, that conveys our
intentions and so I have included it here:
“One of the goals of resurrecting
the Dental Mirror was to re-engage
Alumni. Although not a graduate of
Glasgow, I felt it essential to facilitate
the continuation or rekindling of Alumni
relationships. We generally have fond
memories of our Alma Mater, but it is all
too easy to lose touch due to our busy
lives. It is shame that the relationship so
often ends at, or soon after graduation.
The School also has a great deal to gain
from an active alumni group, but there
is a genuine pride in the graduates that
leave and an interest in their journey”.
This is a landmark year for the Glasgow
Dental Student Society (GDSS), being
the 50th birthday of the GDSS. It is

with this in mind that with the help of
Professor Bagg, the current GDSS
committee invited past-presidents
of the society and alumni to attend
the Annual Dental School Ball and
GDSS Golden Jubilee Ball at The
Grand Central Hotel (see photograph).
Richard Hogan (GDSS Ball Convener)
said “that the event received very
positive feedback with students from
all years congratulating the committee
on a successful event”. Richard also
mentioned how the students were
pleased that the past-presidents were
able to attend and that they would
like to see even more staff and alumni
involvement in future years. The charity
raffle also proved to be a success and
over £300 was raised for the Ben Walton
Trust (www.benwaltontrust.org).
We are in the process of developing
other alumni events. The first will be
an open evening to showcase current
research undertaken in the dental
school and give alumni an opportunity
to view the new clinical areas and the
Dorothy Geddes Multimedia Laboratory.
The date for this event is yet to be
confirmed, but invitations will be sent
out shortly.
We have also been approached by a

couple of reunion groups lately, and
are currently tailoring events specifically
for them. One of the groups is the year
of 1963 due to celebrate their Golden
Jubilee. This group will be attending the
Dental School on June 11th 2013 (the
day before University Commemoration
Day) and will be “re-enrolling” in
phantom head and histology classes
to experience the latest in multimedia
enhanced learning. Is your year
arranging anything? If you are, you are
welcome to drop me a line and we can
see what is possible.
Another very exciting piece of news
is that the Glasgow Dental Alumnus
Association (GDAA), which was
founded in 1979, is entering a phase
of renewed vigour. Although over
the past few years it has not been
active, the future looks bright. It has
a strong heritage, and amongst past
achievements are the establishment of
the Glasgow Dental Educational Trust
and the creation of the West of Scotland
Postgraduate Dental Centre. A new
committee overseen by David Still (a
past president of the GDAA) is setting
its sights on promoting alumni welfare
through development of a strong alumni
network and strengthening ties with the
Dental School.

John Gibson is the recently appointed Professor
of Medicine in Relation to Dentistry and here he
tells Dental Mirror about his journey, as a Glasgow
graduate, away from Glasgow and back again.
Although born in Ayr, I grew up initially in Cumbernauld but we moved back to
Ayrshire (this time, Kilmarnock) when I was seven years old as my father had been
made redundant. It was very character-forming to be an Ayr United supporter living
in Kilmarnock! We had moved from a high-rise flat to a house with a garden where
I experienced freedom beyond measure! There were woods nearby and I spent
every day (and night!) building dens and swings, dams and stockades. It was here
that I developed my love for nature and the great outdoors. Long-term orthodontic
treatment sparked my interest in Dentistry.

John Gibson,
Professor of Medicine in Relation to Dentistry
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I arrived in Glasgow Dental School as a first year dental student in 1981. I will never
forget the feeling of delight as I walked through the University cloisters to matriculate.
It was such a privilege to be there! Many people today see university education
as a right, but I would encourage us all to see it as a great privilege with significant
responsibilities. I made the most of university life and enjoyed every second of it.
Many of the teachers I met at that time, particularly Drs Jim Rennie, David Stenhouse
and David Still and the late Professor Gordon MacDonald, were the inspiration to
pursue an academic career and to strive to be a good teacher. I still remember
fondly the day my first paper was published!

I am sure you can see from the
preceding that these are exciting times
for the Dental School and Glasgow
Dental School Alumni. The Dental
Mirror will annually have an alumni
focussed issue so look out for that. If

you are aware of any alumni that are
not receiving the Dental Mirror ask them
to get in touch so we can ensure they
receive future issues. We will keep in
touch, and look out for forthcoming
communications about alumni events.

To quote Walter Payton (“Sweetness”)
the American football running back
“we are stronger together than we are
alone”.

Current GDSS president Anna Friel with past presidents and alumni at the GDSS Golden Jubilee Ball. From left to right: Geoff Glass,
Anna Friel, Andrew Hadden, Irene Black, Thomas Lamont, Clive Schmulian

After Dental School and early postgraduate years, I entered
Medical School, again in Glasgow. We had a year full of
characters and my time at Medical School was great fun as
well as an outstanding learning opportunity. I maintained
links with the Unit of Oral Medicine and worked on various
projects and locum posts throughout. After graduation and
house jobs in Glasgow and Stirling, I was appointed Lecturer
in Oral Medicine in the University of Glasgow. I completed
my Higher Clinical Training and PhD, spending some time
in Charlotte, North Carolina, USA, before being promoted to
Senior Lecturer in 2000, and Associate Dean for Teaching
shortly thereafter. I also spent two years as Associate Dean
for Postgraduate Dental Education with NHS Education for
Scotland. It was at that point that I left Glasgow as I needed
to explore the possibility of a call to Church of Scotland
ministry. I realised very quickly that I was not going to be a
full-time minister but I had a wonderful year studying Theology
part time at the University of the Highlands and Islands.
Education is never wasted!

interests in Education and Oral Cancer. I am also a member
of the General Dental Council’s Fitness to Practise Panel
where I am a chair of the Professional Conduct, Health and
Interim Orders Committees.
I have to say that when I knew the Chair in Glasgow was
being advertised, I couldn’t hide my excitement of returning
to my much loved alma mater. My daughter told me that I
needed to get back to Glasgow to top-up my after dinner
speech repertoire as all my best stories revolve around
Glasgow students and patients! I started back in Glasgow
in February this year. What are my thoughts since I
started? I am hugely impressed with the curriculum and, in
particular, with the robustness and fairness of the system of
assessment. I am also very impressed with the dedication of
the teaching staff and the wide range of clinical experience
offered by the BDS course. I look forward very much to being
part of the clinical and teaching team in Glasgow for the years
ahead and also to meeting all the students in due course.
Via, veritas, vita!

I then, in 2004, joined the staff at Edinburgh Postgraduate
Dental Institute before joining the staff at Dundee Dental
Hospital & School in 2006 where I had responsibility for the
Clinical Medical Sciences course and pursued my research
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Glasgow’s Dental Fund

Calling all alumni...
In these challenging economic times, alumni support plays a vital role in helping to ensure that our
students can fulfil their potential, the Development and Alumni Office describe how you can get involved.
Here at the University of Glasgow we love to keep in touch
with our much valued alumni community, using a variety of
methods; one such way being with telephone campaigns
which take place throughout the year.
Over the years, the University has benefited enormously from
the generosity of its graduates and friends, and since 2003
over £1 million has been pledged as a result of receiving a
phone call from a current student. Without these funds the
University would not have been able to fully support previous
capital projects or provide much needed support to smaller,
University-wide projects. Over 300 gifts have been generously
donated by BDS graduates through the campaign. These
gifts have supported a wide range of Glasgow priorities, but
supporting Dentistry through the Medical Fund is obviously
a particular favourite. As well as an opportunity for alumni
to support the fantastic initiatives here at Glasgow, the
telephone campaign is a great way for you to share your
memories of the University and the city.

students, all of whom are more than happy to discuss current
developments, update alumni on relevant information and
answer any of their questions. And they are always fascinated
to hear about an alumnus’ own experiences during their
time at Glasgow! ‘The call was very friendly and relaxed, and
gave me all the important information without being pushy or
overbearing. A very good ambassador for the university!’ Yasmin Galloway (BSc Psychological Studies, 2010)
We receive lots of kind feedback from alumni who have
thoroughly enjoyed their conversations and wish to
compliment our callers and thank us for the opportunity to
stay connected with the University.
We’re always pleased to serve our University of Glasgow
alumni and we love to hear from you. If you would like more
information on the Development and Alumni Office or the
telephone campaign, please visit our website at
www.glasgow.ac.uk/alumni

Patrick Watson, a previous caller and current student,
graduating this year with a BDS says: ‘Being on the
Telephone Campaign Team was a great opportunity for me to
speak to graduates of the University, and as a dental student
it was especially enjoyable to speak to dental graduates.
Many of the people we called had graduated many years
ago, and it was fascinating to find out how University life had
changed. When I mentioned Student Unions, it was more
ballroom dancing than Thursday night hives! The alumni
were often keen to find out which members of staff were still
working there, or how the course has changed. It also gave
them a great opportunity to reconnect with the Dental School
and the University.’ Our calling team is comprised of 26

The Medical Fund was established in 2005 to build on the
existing goodwill and enthusiasm generated from two medical
capital campaigns; the Wolfson Medical School Building and
the BHF Glasgow Cardiovascular Research Centre. The
Fund supports medical research and education within the
College of Medical, Veterinary and Life Sciences and donors
can choose to give to a particular ‘theme’ that interests them.
The Fund has raised over £5.5m since its inception.

themes within the Medical Fund. This has proved popular,
raising over £50,000 and supporting students and education
projects within the Hospital and School. If you would like to
join the 170 donors who have supported the Dental Fund then
you can find out more at:
www.gla.ac.uk/about/givingtoglasgow/medicalfund/dentistry
or call Laura Morton on 0141 330 3878.

In 2008, it was decided that due to the large number of
engaged dental alumni, Dentistry should be added to the

Taught Postgraduate Training in Glasgow
Professor Richard Welbury, Director
of Postgraduate Dental Education
provides an update.
The current taught postgraduate programme opened in 2007
with the three–year part time MSc in Primary Dental Care
(PDC) - Programme Director Professor Richard Welbury.
This programme is designed for dental graduates who are
currently working in either the Salaried Primary Care Service
or Dental Practice. The first year involves a core course,
the second year a chosen specialty course (Endodontics,

Glasgow Careers Alumni Network

The two year full-time MSc in Fixed and Removable
Prosthodontics (FRP) - Programme Director Professor Daryll
Jagger, the two year full-time MSc in Oral and Maxillo-Facial
Surgery (OMFS) - Programme Director Professor Ashraf
Ayoub, and the three year full-time DClinDent in Orthodontics
- Programme Director Dr Iain Buchanan, all opened in
2008. We have welcomed overseas students from India,
Iraq, Kuwait, Libya, Malaysia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Syria,
and the United Arab Emirates. Spaces are limited on these
full-time programmes because of dental chair availability
and we have about 15 applicants for every place. Fixed and
Removable Prosthodontics can now take five students every
alternate year, Oral and Maxillo-Facial
Surgery two to three students per year,
and Orthodontics one overseas and
one NHS Specialty Registrar per year.
The students on all the programmes,
be they home or overseas, complete
a ‘Core Course’ in basic, health, and
research sciences in year one which is
coordinated by Dr Marcello Riggio.

For more than 500 years the University of Glasgow has produced business leaders, creative thinkers, academics,
professionals and talented individuals in every field and industry. Our 3,200 strong dental alumni community stretches around
the globe, offering a wealth of knowledge, experience and expertise.
The Glasgow Careers Alumni Network aims to draw on this invaluable resource to support the career development of our
current students. By giving your time to the network as one of our valued alumni, you can shape and inspire the dentists of
tomorrow.
Your personal knowledge and experience will form an invaluable contribution to the network regardless of what stage you are
at in your own career. Our students want the opportunity to learn from a range of voices – everyone from recent graduates up
to industry veterans. You can guide them through an increasingly competitive recruitment market giving insight into what it
takes to make the leap from student to dental professional.
There are several ways you can contribute to the Glasgow Careers Alumni Network:

• Provide an alumni profile
• Join the ‘Ask our Alumni’ advisory scheme
• Participate in an employability event
• Provide internship or work placements

Staff and Students from our first Graduation in 2010 with both Taught and Research students.

Periodontics, Fixed and Removable Prosthodontics,
Orthodontics, Paediatric Dentistry or Special Care Dentistry),
and the third year a research course. By 2014 some 48
students will have graduated from this programme and many
are fulfilling valuable roles as members of managed clinical
networks throughout Scotland.

By the end of this academic year
seven students will have graduated in
FRP, fourteen in OMFS, and eight in
Orthodontics. Many overseas students
have graduated with distinction and
merit and are now in senior positions
or even running departments in their
own countries. We hope they will
continue to forge new friendships
with us in Glasgow by recommending
their younger colleagues to come to
Glasgow to study.

The teaching of postgraduate students demands a lot of time,
effort, patience, and dedication, especially when English is
not the first language. I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all my teaching and administrative colleagues in
the Dental School for their enthusiasm and skill which has
enabled the Postgraduate Programme to continue to grow.

For more information or to get involved, please contact Sarah Armour at sarah.armour@glasgow.ac.uk
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University Teacher Donald Cameron describes how relations with alumni farand-wide have led to exciting opportunities to take world class teaching from
Glasgow overseas and also gives us an insight to his experiences of Malaysia.
One of the most interesting and
rewarding things about being a
university teacher is the diverse nature
of the student population, which
includes meeting overseas students and
discussing the nature of our respective
countries and cultures. I have also
been fortunate together with other staff
from the dental school to be invited
to lecture abroad. In my case I have
been invited as visiting lecturer on two
occasions to Malaysia; in 2009 at the
University of Malaya, Kuala Lumpur and
last summer at the Universiti Teknology
MARA in Shah Alam, Selangor which is
about 15 miles west of Kuala Lumpur.
These invitations came from two MSc
postgraduate students in Fixed and
Removable Prosthodontics; Siti Fauzza
Ahmed from 2006-8 and Hazlina Abdul
Ghani from 2009-11. Upon
graduating both became
lecturers in their respective
institutions and recommended
me to their Heads of
Department; Deputy Dean at
UM, Prof. Dr. Norsiah Binti
Yunus and the Dean at UiTM,
Prof. Dr Mohamed Ibrahim
Abu Hassan who themselves
are graduates from UK dental
schools. Indeed Norsiah was
an undergraduate at Glasgow
at the time I was a dental
technician in the prosthetic laboratory of
the dental hospital several years before
being appointed to a university post.
For each of my visits I was asked
to prepare a prosthodontic dental
technology course for staff and
students. A training course for dental
technicians was aimed at improving
their professional development
and for clinical academic staff and
postgraduate students the focus was on
consolidating their knowledge of dental
technology within Prosthetic Dentistry.
My visits have been for short periods
of four and six weeks during our
summer vacation, a time when summer
temperatures here are quite different
from temperatures experienced in
Malaysia although it is not summer
there. To colleagues who think this
appears a good way to spend time in
the summer my working hours were
8:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday with
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each day having a full timetable. During
my last visit I gave 42 presentations,
together with demonstrations on all
aspects of removable partial and
complete dentures together with some
fixed prosthodontics. I was also invited
to lecture to staff at one of their regular
in-service half-day CPD events that take
place on Saturdays, which all staff are
expected to attend. At this event there
were also two visiting examiners from
Australia and New Zealand presenting.
Following my presentation, I received
an invitation to speak to an invited
audience at the Ministry of Health in the
administrative centre of PutraJaya.
The impression that it was all work and
no play is not the case as during my
free time I was looked after wonderfully
by Hazlina, her husband Kamal and

staff at UiTM. My visit occurred during
the Islamic month of Ramadan when
Muslims fast during the day from
sunrise to sunset. However, in the
evening many restaurants and hotels
have Ramadan buffets, to several of
which I was invited. These are very
popular with a huge variety of different
foods on offer; ‘Gear Box’ soup
anyone? This is a bone marrow soup
which is presented with a beef shank,
and with the bone sticking out looks
like a gear stick. It is eaten with rice
and bread and even came with a large
diameter straw to drink up all the liquid.
Malaysians are very proud of their
cuisine which is a mix of Malay, Chinese
and Indian influences. As I’m someone
who enjoys food it was astonishing to
me that I actually came back without
gaining any weight. This was a pleasant
surprise as in addition to three meals a
day (I didn’t fast during the day) I was
given numerous gifts of food from staff

on the course and others within the
dental school. Anyone who has visited
Malaysia will know how hospitable and
generous Malaysian people are. The
kindness and courtesy shown everyday
by those I worked with and from people
in shops and generally just out and
about was tremendous. On my first
weekend I had to decline an invitation to
a house warming party from Professor
Norsiah as the chief technician at UiTM
invited me to attend his niece’s wedding
in his home state some 60 miles from
Shah Alam. This was a great experience
and I was even invited to be at the top
table as a VIP guest which was in itself a
great honour.
I visited several different states during
my weekends, including visits to
Penang and West Malaysia which
borders Borneo. I also met
up with some of our current
undergraduates who were
home for the summer vacation
including one afternoon in
Penang when we went to a
‘fruit fair’ where there was a
huge selection of different
types of exotic fruit including
several kinds of Durian which
in Malaysia is called the ‘King
of Fruits’ and is a bit of a
national obsession during its
short season. Durian is either loved or
loathed due to its very strong smell and
texture which is not to everyone’s taste.
The fruit is banned on public transport
and my hotel prohibited bringing it
into the hotel. Never-the-less there
are roadside stalls set up everywhere
and locals will sit and consume large
quantities while socialising. I thought
the texture was like baked custard
and I didn’t mind the smell albeit
strong. Others have described it less
favourably.
Being able to visit Malaysia was a
terrific experience for me. It has ultra
modern, high technology, bustling
cities such as Kuala Lumpur but also
rural countryside and fishing villages
that appears unchanged from another
age. I hope that Malaysian students
continue to come to Glasgow and that
the links forged between us will result
in more staff and students having the
opportunity to visit.

Ammar Al Hourani (Class of 2009) tells of his charity work and aid efforts in
Syrian Refugee Camps
In 2008 for my elective period I spent
two months in Hama helping Syrian
children who had little or no access to
dental services. Since qualifying as
a dentist 4 years ago, I have always
had the desire to go back to Syria.
Sadly, I never envisaged that I would
go back 4 years later, in such altered
circumstances to help some of the
same Syrian children, this time in
refugee camps in Turkey.
Seeing the devastation caused by 2
years of conflict which has, at the time
of writing, claimed the lives of over
70,000 people, internally displaced
five million people and made one
million people seek refuge in Turkey,
Lebanon, Jordan and Iraq. My father
(a Consultant Paediatrician at Forth
Valley Royal Infirmary) and I
felt, that we, in the Scottish
community should try to
extend a helping hand to
those in desperate need
in Syria. With the help of
a Scottish based charity
‘Aid4All, we began a
Scottish wide fundraising
scheme to raise much
needed funds for the
humanitarian, dental and
medical mission in the
camps. The charity had
organised four previously
successful aid missions
to Lebanon, Damascus
and Homs helping to feed
hundreds of families by
distributing food parcels and providing
funds for basic medical aid for children
who had suffered injuries from this
devastating conflict.
We learnt from Aid4All that there was
an overwhelming shortage of medically
and dentally qualified personnel helping
out at the camps. The camps have
seen a rising number of injured crossing
the borders from Syria and are using
the already basic, under equipped
and chronically overstretched medical
and dental services in the camps.
On occasion simple and complex
treatment, both medical and dental
treatments were being performed by
under qualified staff. In January of this
year, my father and I, after months of
planning and co-ordinating with several
charities on the ground in Turkey, flew to
Hatay where we began our Dental and

Medical Aid mission The Syrian refugee
camp in Atma from a distance looked
beautiful, tents clustered together
appeared as a dash of white on a brown
hill with green rows of olive trees on
either side as far as the eye can see.
Close up, however, the campsite was
disorganised, with tents crammed so
tightly together that there was very little
room to even walk. The temperature
was close to freezing, the travelling
was made harder by the muddy
conditions as a result of the previous
night’s rain. My first impressions of the
camp was that of bewilderment, there
clearly was no local authority or any
aid agency in charge of running this
camp, no co-ordination whatsoever,
which naturally lead to confusion and,

to an extent, lack of security. That same
day I was expected to volunteer at the
dental clinic, which was set up and
sponsored by a large group of Syrian
diaspora in Germany. The dental clinic
was based within a poly clinic which
also had a paediatric drop in centre, a
geriatric clinic and a large pharmacy.
The dental appointments were based
on a first come, first served basis and
people would arrive early to register.
The queue for dental registration
was massive, the need for dentistry
was large, that is when it hit me and I
realised the magnitude of the task in
hand. The clinic was a far cry from what
I was used to in Central Scotland. The
dental clinic was thinly equipped and
the materials on offer were ones I hadn’t
encountered before. There were basic
decontamination facilities and limited
instruments, in fact due to the high

turnover of instruments, and the aging
sterilisation unit, at times I had to close
the clinic to replenish supplies. There
was also no nurse and therefore no one
to support me whilst I was examining
and treating the vast number of patients.
This was especially difficult as I hadn’t
mixed or prepared any dental materials
since I was at university, so treatment
took longer than it would normally.
The oral hygiene in the patients was
poor and caries rate high. The majority
of the adult patients were suffering
from chronic adult periodontitis. Most
hadn’t seen a dentist for over 2 years
and clearly with the stresses and poor
nutrition they had endured, their dental
needs were not their highest priority.
Dealing with patient expectations was
the most challenging aspect
of my short stay. Most
of the patients were very
keen to preserve teeth and
would ask for root treatment
rather than extraction. The
difficulty with providing more
complex treatment is that
the associated costs could
endanger the sustainability
of the core dental service
in the area. Other than
pain patients, I commonly
examined patients who
had commenced treatment
in Syria and wanted the
treatment to be completed.
This comprised mostly of
fixed prosthodontic cases,
unfortunately there was very little we
could do for these cases for the same
reasons. The biggest issue I had, was
running low on all materials after the
end of the first week, so I had to scale
back and the only patients I could see
were acute pain patients. This was a
low point of my trip but I had no other
choice.
The 10 days I spent in the camp was
a humbling experience and one of the
most rewarding in my career so far. I
would like to thank everyone who made
my trip a success, a special thanks
to the staff at Long & Gilmour for their
support and donations; I will always be
indebted to their kindness. I plan to go
back again to the camps later on this
year, and as ever, would appreciate
the support of the Scottish dental
community for this future mission.
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Staff News
We would like to welcome the following new university staff members.
Ruth Donald – Administrative Officer
Ruth has joined the Dental School after 5 years in the Undergraduate Medical
School in a similar role. Before that she worked for Glasgow Caledonian for 12
year in roles which nearly all involved admissions work in addition to academic
admin work. Ruth says that she is pleased to have joined the team at the Dental
School. When asked about her interests, Ruth says - ”outside of work I enjoy films
and the theatre but, as I moved house last year, I mainly spend my time in B&Q”.
Tricia Hassan – Admissions Assistant
Having provided administrative support in one of Glasgow’s Further Education
colleges for 20 years, she took up a position within the Law School at The
University of Glasgow. After a move to the University of the West of Scotland,
to provide admissions support for their BSc Health Studies degree, Tricia has
returned to the University of Glasgow to join the admissions team at the Dental
School.
Adrian Pace-Balzan – Senior Clinical University Teacher/ Honorary Consultant in
Restorative Dentistry with subspecialty interests in Prosthodontics and Endodontics
Adrian graduated from the University of Malta in 1995. Following graduation he
completed his vocational training and worked in general dental practice in Malta
before moving to the UK in 2000. He held a series of junior training posts gaining
his MFDS (Glasgow) in 2001.
He undertook his Specialist Training Programme in Restorative Dentistry at the
Edinburgh Dental Institute achieving his CCST in 2010. During this time he gained
an MPhil (Liverpool) in 2006 (The Development & Validation of the Liverpool Oral
Rehabilitation Questionnaire), an MClinDent (Prosthodontics) in 2008 (Effect of
ageing of resin-based composite on the microtensile bond strength with a resinbased luting cement) and FDS (Rest Dent) RCPS (Glasgow) in 2010. During this
time he was Programme Director for the Clinical Dental Technology Course at the
Edinburgh Dental Institute and is a member of the Advisory Boards for DCPs and
an Examiner for the Diploma of Clinical Dental Technology.
He subsequently took up the position of Consultant in Restorative Dentistry in
Crosshouse Hospital, Kilmarnock and Dundee Dental Hospital before moving to
the University of Glasgow earlier this year. His research interests have focused on
the impact of oral rehabilitation on Health-Related Quality of Life following Head &
Neck Cancer.

Important Dates

Dental Mirror
The Dental Mirror can also be
found on the University of Glasgow
Dental School web-site - www.
glasgow.ac.uk/schools/dental so
feel free to click on that and read
our online Dental Mirror. We can
be contacted at the following email
addresses:
Will McLean –
William.McLean@glasgow.ac.uk
Neil Nairn –
Neil.Nairn@glasgow.ac.uk
David Still –
david_still@btinternet.com
Mike Broad –
Michael.Broad@glasgow.ac.uk

Contact address:
University of Glasgow
Dental School,
Glasgow Dental Hospital &
School
378 Sauchiehall Street
Glasgow G2 3JZ
Telephone (main switchboard):
+44 (0) 141 211 9600
Web address:
www.glasgow.ac.uk/schools/dental
(Glasgow University, Dental
School)

3-6 May Pedalling Profs sponsored cycle ride from Inverness to Glasgow www.justgiving.com/Jeremy-Bagg1
13 June Commemoration Day www.universitystory.gla.ac.uk/commemoration-day/
25 June Graduation (11am)

Editorial Comment
Thank you for reading Issue 10 of the Dental Mirror. The editorial team want to
thank everyone who has contributed to this issue. We hope you have enjoyed
catching up on all that is happening. The next issue will have a Research focus and
describe the successes of our clinical and basic science research groups within
Glasgow Dental School.
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